The paper deals with optimal control problems with only one control variable and one state constraint, of arbitrary order. We consider the case of finitely many boundary arcs and touch times. We obtain a no-gap theory of second-order conditions, allowing to characterize second-order quadratic growth.
Introduction
Considerable efforts have been done in the past for reducing the gap between second-order necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for optimization problems in Banach spaces, with so-called cone constraint (i.e. the constraint mapping must be in a convex cone, or more generally in a convex set). This framework includes many optimal control problems. The theory of secondorder necessary optimality conditions involves a term taking into account the curvature of the convex set, see Kawasaki [21] , Cominetti [12] . By contrast, second-order sufficient optimality conditions typically involve no such term; see e.g. Maurer and Zowe [30] . We say that a no-gap condition holds, when the only change between necessary or sufficient second-order optimality conditions is between a strict and non strict inequality. In that case it is usually possible to obtain a characterization of the second-order growth condition. There are essentially two cases when no-gap conditions were obtained: (i) the polyhedric framework, in the case when the Hessian of Lagrangian is a Legendre form, originating in the work by Haraux [15] and Mignot [31] , applied to optimal control problems in e.g. Sokolowski [39] and Bonnans [5] , and the extended polyhedricity framework in [9, Section 3.2.3] ; this framework essentially covers the case of control constraints (and finitely many final state constraints); and (ii) the second-order regularity framework, introduced in [7] and [6] , with applications to semi definite optimization. We refer to [9] for an overview of these theories.
Our paper deals with state-constrained optimal control problems. This occurs in many applications, see e.g. [3, 4, 1, 10, 2] . In optimal control theory, no-gap second-order optimality conditions were known for mixed control-state constraints, see e.g. Milutyin-Osmolovskiȋ [32, Part. 2], Osmolovskiȋ [33, 34] , and Zeidan [40] , whose results use conjugate point theory and Riccati equations.
Generally speaking, problems with non positivity constraints in spaces of continuous functions do not fit into these frameworks, where no-gap secondorder conditions were obtained. The expression of the curvature term in this case was obtained by Kawasaki [23, 22] in the one dimensional case, and generalized in Cominetti and Penot [13] . Necessary conditions for variational problems with state constraints taking into account the curvature term can be found in Kawasaki and Zeidan [24] . However, only sufficient conditions without curvature terms were known. Two exceptions are a quite specific situation studied in [7] (with applications to some eigenvalue problems), and the case of finitely many contact points, when the problem can be reduced locally to finitely many inequality constraints in semi-infinite programming, see e.g. Hettich and Jongen [17] .
Our main result is the following. By a localization argument, we split the curvature term into a finite number of contributions of boundary arcs and touch points. Using the theory of junction conditions in Jacobson et al. [20] and Maurer [28] , we are able to prove that, under quite weak assumptions, the contribution of boundary arcs to the curvature term is zero. For touch points, we use a reduction argument for those that are essential (i.e. that belong to the support of the multiplier) and we make no hypotheses for the non essential ones. The only delicate point is to compute the expansion of the minimum value of a function in W 2,∞ . Since it is not difficult to state sufficient conditions taking into account essential reducible touch points, we obtain in this way nogap conditions, that in addition characterize quadratic growth in a convenient two-norms setting.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the material needed, in both points of view of abstract optimization and junction conditions analysis. The main contributions of the paper are in sections 3-5 where the no-gap second-order condition is established. Section 3 states the second-order necessary condition (computation of the curvature term). Section 4 handles the second-order sufficient condition. In section 5, a reduction approach is presented in order to deal with the non-zero part of the curvature term.
Framework
We consider the following optimal control problem with a scalar state constraint and a scalar control: 
s.t.ẏ(t) = f (u(t), y(t)) a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] ; y(0) = y 0 (2)
The data of the problem are the distributed cost : R × R n → R, the final cost φ : R n → R, the dynamics f : R × R n → R n , the state constraint g : R n → R, the final time T > 0, and the initial condition y 0 ∈ R n . We make the following assumptions on the data:
(A0) The mappings , φ, f and g are k-times continuously differentiable (C k ) with k ≥ 2 and have locally Lipschitz continuous second-order derivatives, and the dynamics f is Lipschitz continuous.
(A1) The initial condition satisfies g(y 0 ) < 0.
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that assumption (A0) holds.
Abstract Optimization
denotes the Banach space of measurable functions such that 
) the control (resp. state) space. A trajectory is an element (u, y) ∈ U × Y satisfying the state equation (2) . Given u ∈ U, denote by y u ∈ Y the (unique) solution of (2) . Under assumption (A0), by the Cauchy-Lipschitz Theorem, this mapping is well-defined and of class C k . We may write problem (P) as:
where J : U → R and G : U → C[0, T ] are defined, respectively, by J(u) = T 0 (u(t), y u (t))dt + φ(y u (T )) and G(u) = g(y u ). These mappings are C k . Here We say that u ∈ U is a (weak) local solution of (4) that satisfies the quadratic growth condition, if there exists α > 0 and ρ > 0 such that:
where B ∞ (u, ρ) denotes the open ball in L ∞ (0, T ) with center u and radius ρ. This condition involves two norms, L ∞ (0, T ) for the neighborhood, and L 2 (0, T ) for the growth condition.
The space of row vectors is denoted by R n * . The space of Radon measures, the dual space to C[0, T ], is denoted by M[0, T ] and identified with functions of bounded variation vanishing at zero. The cone of nonnegative measures is denoted by M + [0, T ] and is equal to K − , the polar cone of K. The duality
x(t)dη(t). Adjoint operators (and transpose in R n ) are denoted by a star * . Fréchet derivatives of f , etc. w.r.t. arguments u ∈ R, y ∈ R n , are denoted by a subscript, for instance
Define the classical Hamiltonian and Lagrangian functions of problem (P), respectively H :
Denote by BV (0, T ) the space of functions of bounded variation. Given u ∈ U and η ∈ M + [0, T ], let the costate p u,η be the unique solution in BV (0, T ; R n * ) of:
−dp u,η = ( y (u, y u ) + p u,η f y (u, y u ))dt + g y (y u )dη ; p u,η (T ) = φ y (y u (T )). (7) Given v ∈ U, let the linearized state z u,v ∈ Y be solution of:
The mapping U → Y, v → z u,v is the Fréchet derivative of the mapping u → y u at point u.
The next lemma gives the expressions of derivatives of Lagrangian, with respect to the control. For simplicity of notation, we write
2 over U, with first and second derivatives given by, for all v ∈ U (omitting time argument):
(dp u,η z u,vv + p u,ηżu,vv dt) + φ y (y u (T ))z u,vv (T ).
To obtain (9) and (10) it suffices, in view of Lemma 33 in the Appendix, to integrate by parts in the above expressions p u,η with z u,v and with z u,vv , respectively.
First Order Necessary Condition. For x ∈ K = C − (0, T ), define the first order contact set I(x) := {t ∈ [0, T ] ; x(t) = 0}. The expression of the tangent and normal cones (in the sense of convex analysis) to K at point x, respectively T K (x) and N K (x), are well-known (see e.g. [9] ) and given, for x ∈ K (these sets being empty if x / ∈ K), by:
Here by supp(dη) we denote the support of the measure
We say that η ∈ M + [0, T ] is a Lagrange multiplier associated with u if the following first order necessary optimality condition holds:
The set of Lagrange multipliers associated with u is denoted by Λ(u).
Robinson's constraint qualification (see [36, 37] ) for problem (4) is as follows:
Here
The next theorem is well-known (see e.g. [9] , Lemma 2.98 and Theorem 3.9). Note that for v ∈ U, we have (14) is:
There exists v ∈ U; g y (y u (t))z u,v (t) < 0, for all t ∈ I(g(y u )).
(ii) Let u be a local solution of (4), satisfying (15) . Then with u is associated a non empty and bounded set of Lagrange multipliers.
Second Order Analysis. Let the critical cone be defined by:
For h ∈ T K (x), the second-order contact set is defined by:
If (13) holds, then
Since η is a nonnegative measure with support in I(G(u)), and DG(u)v ≤ 0 on I(G(u)), we obtain the following (classical) statement:
Lemma 3. Let (u, η) satisfy the first order necessary condition (13) . Then:
The inner and outer second-order tangent sets, respectively T
2,i
K (x, h) and T 2 K (x, h), are defined by:
We recall the characterization of the inner second-order tangent set T
K (x, h) due to Kawasaki [23, 22] (see also Cominetti [13] 
where ς x,h : [0, T ] → R is given by:
Here h(t) + := max{h(t), 0}, and int S and ∂S denote respectively the interior and boundary of set S.
In that case, ς x,h is the upper limit of a increasing sequence of continuous functions (ς n ). Given η ∈ M + [0, T ], we may define (see e.g. [23] ):
Then:
where σ(η, S) = sup w∈S η, w denotes the support function of the set S. If the support of η satisfies supp(dη) ⊂ I 2 (x, h), then
A second-order necessary condition due to Kawasaki [21] is:
Theorem 4. Let u be a local solution of (4) satisfying (14) . Then, for all v ∈ C(u), the following holds:
Remark 5. The above second-order necessary condition was improved by Cominetti in [12] , by stating that for all convex set
Th. 4 is obtained for the particular choice of
For the problem considered in the present paper, we gain sufficient information from (23) (see Proposition 14).
Junction Condition Analysis
We first recall some classical definitions. A boundary (resp. interior ) arc is a maximal interval of positive measure I ⊂ [0, T ] such that g(y(t)) = 0 (resp. g(y(t)) < 0) for all t ∈ I. If [τ en , τ ex ] is a boundary arc, τ en and τ ex are called entry and exit point, respectively. Entry and exit points are said to be regular if they are endpoints of an interior arc. A touch point τ in (0, T ) is an isolated contact point (endpoint of two interior arcs). Entry, exit and touch points are called junction points (or times). We say that the junctions are regular, when the entry and exit points are regular. In this paper, only the case of finitely many regular junctions is dealt with.
The first-order time derivative of the state constraint when y satisfies the state equation (2)
u (u, y) is identically zero). We may define similarly g (2) , . . . , g (q) if g, f are C q and if g (j)
u ≡ 0, for all j = 1, . . . , q − 1, and
. . , q. Let q ≥ 1 be the smallest number of time derivations of the state constraint, so that a dependence w.r.t. u appears, i.e. g u ≡ 0. If q is finite, we say that q is the order of the state constraint (see e.g. Bryson et al. [11] ).
Let u ∈ U be a solution of the first order necessary condition (13), with Lagrange multiplier η and costate p u,η solution of (7). Since η and p u,η are of bounded variation, they have at most countably many discontinuity times, and are everywhere on [0, T ] left and right continuous. We denote
We make the following assumptions:
(A2) The Hamiltonian is strongly convex w.r.t. the control variable, uniformly w.r.t. t ∈ [0, T ]:
(A3) (Constraint regularity) The data of the problem are C 2q , i.e. k ≥ 2q in (A0), the state constraint is of order q and the condition below holds:
(A4) The trajectory (u, y u ) has a finite set of junction times, that will be denoted by T =: T en ∪ T ex ∪ T to , with T en , T ex and T to the disjoint (and possibly empty) subsets of respectively regular entry, exit and touch points, and we assume that g(y u (T )) < 0.
The above hypotheses imply the continuity of the control variable and of some of its derivatives at junction points (see Proposition 7 below).
Remark 6. 1) An assumption weaker than (A2), that is enough for the sufficient conditions in section 4 and 5, is (A2') (Strengthened Legendre-Clebsch condition)
Condition (27) does not imply the continuity of the control.
2) In assumption (A3), it is in fact sufficient to assume that (26) holds for t in the neighborhood of the contact set I(g(y u )). In the definition of the order of the constraint q, it is sufficient as well to restrict the variable y to a neighborhood in R n of {y u (t) ; t ∈ I(g(y u ))}.
3) The various results of this paper (Theorems 12, 18, 27 and Corollaries 13 and 15) as well as Prop. 7 below, are still true, replacing the assumption (A2) by the weaker assumptions that the control is continuous on [0, T ] and (27) holds.
A touch point τ ∈ T to is said to be essential, if the Lagrange multiplier η satisfies [η(τ )] > 0. The set of essential touch points of the trajectory (u, y u ) will be denoted by T ess to . The next proposition is due to Jacobson et al. [20] . Its proof was later clarified in Maurer [28] , see also the survey by Hartl et al. [16] .
Proposition 7. Let u ∈ U satisfying (13) with Lagrange multiplier η and assume that (A2)-(A4) hold. Then:
(ii) If τ ∈ T en ∪ T ex is a regular entry or exit point, then: (a) if q is odd, η and the q − 1 first time derivatives of u are continuous at τ ; (b) if q is even, the q − 2 first time derivatives of u are continuous at τ .
(iii) If τ ∈ T to is a touch point, then: (a) the q − 2 first derivatives of u are continuous at τ ; (b) if q = 1, then η andu are also continuous at τ (that is, if q = 1, then (u, y u ) does not have essential touch point).
Remark 8. Under the assumptions of Prop. 7, we have the following decomposition: dη(t) = η 0 (t)dt + τ ∈T ν τ δ τ (t) where δ τ denotes the Dirac measure at time τ , the density η 0 ∈ L 1 (0, T ) is equal to dη dt on [0, T ]\T and ν τ := [η(τ )] ≥ 0. We have ν τ = 0 if q is odd and τ is a regular entry/exit point, and if q = 1 and τ is a touch point.
We end this section by a result on constraint qualification and uniqueness of the multiplier. For this we need the expression of the time derivatives of DG(u)v.
Lemma 9. Assume that f, g are C q and that g (j)
u ≡ 0, for j = 1, . . . , q − 1. Then: (i) For all v ∈ U, the following relations hold:
(ii) If in addition, (26) is satisfied, then DG(u) is an isomorphism between L ∞ (0, T ) and the space W defined by:
Proof. (i) By (8), we have:
Since g (j)
u ≡ 0 for j = 1 to q − 1, we obtain by induction that
y (u, y u )z u,v is independent on v, and that the derivative of order q has the expression in (29) .
(ii) If in addition (26) is satisfied, it is easily seen by (29) that for all ϕ ∈ W, there exists a unique v ∈ U such that g y (y u )z u,v = ϕ. The conclusion follows from the open mapping theorem.
Proposition 10. Assume that (A1) holds, and let u ∈ U satisfy (A3). Then: (i) Robinson's constraint qualification (14) holds; (ii) if Λ(u) = ∅, the Lagrange multiplier η associated with u is unique.
Proof. It is obvious by Lemma 9(ii) and Th. 2(i) that (14) holds iff (A1) does. This proves (i). Assume that η 1 , η 2 ∈ Λ(u) and set µ :
Taking the restriction to [ε, T ] of functions in DG(u)U, we obtain the whole space W q,∞ (ε, T ). By density of the latter in C[ε, T ] we deduce that for all
Hence dµ ≡ 0, which achieves the proof of (ii).
3 Second-order Necessary Conditions
Basic Second-order Necessary Conditions
Let u ∈ U satisfy assumptions (A2)-(A4) and η ∈ Λ(u). We make the following assumptions. Letq := 2q − 1 if q is odd andq := 2q − 2 if q is even.
(A5) (Non Tangentiality Condition) (i) For all entry times τ en ∈ T en and all exit times τ ex ∈ T ex :
(ii) For all essential touch points τ to ∈ T ess to :
(A6) (Strict Complementarity on boundary arcs): int I(G(u)) ⊂ supp(dη).
Remark 11. 1) By Proposition 7, the expressions appearing in assumption (A5)(i)-(ii) are well-defined, andq +1 is the smallest possible order for which the corresponding time derivative of g(y u ) may be discontinuous at an entry or exit point. Therefore assumption (A5) does not contradict the junction conditions in Prop. 7. Note thatq = q for q = 1, 2.
2) Only the assumption (A6') below, weaker than (A6), is used in necessary condition of Theorem 12, in order to ensure that the second-order tangent set T
is not empty, for all v ∈ C(u): (A6') (Strict Complementarity near entry/exit of boundary arcs): For all entry points τ en ∈ T en and exit points τ ex ∈ T ex , there exists ε > 0 such that:
Actually assumption (A6') is needed only when q is even, since it follows from (A2)-(A4) and (A5)(i) whenever q is odd, see e.g. [8, Lemma A.2] .
Note that we do not assume strict complementarity at touch points.
Theorem 12. Assume that (A1) holds. Let u ∈ U be a local solution of (4), with its Lagrange multiplier η, satisfying (A2)-(A5) and (A6'). Let T ess to denote the (finite) set of essential touch points of the trajectory (u, y u ) and
Corollary 13. Under the assumptions of Theorem 12, if the trajectory (u, y u ) has no essential touch point (in particular, if the state constraint is of first order
In the sequel, we denote
Let us denote the subset of critical directions that "avoid" non essential touch point (i.e., such that g(y u (τ ))z u,v (τ ) < 0, for all τ ∈ T to \ T ess to ) by:
The first step of the proof of Theorem 12 consists in computing the sigma-term for the critical directions in C 0 (u).
Under the assumptions of Theorem 12, we have that
Proof. The proof is divided into 3 steps. We first analyse the contribution of entry/exit points, then the one of touch points, and finally conclude.
Remind that by (20) , only the points in ∂I(G(u)) ∩ I 
1) (Entry/exit point). Assume that τ ∈ T en ∪T ex . According to Prop. 7(ii), time derivatives of the control at regular entry/exit points are continuous until order q − 2 if q is even, and q − 1 if q is odd. Consequently, by definition of the order of the state constraint, the time derivatives of g(y u ) are continuous at τ until order 2q − 2 if q is even, and 2q − 1 if q is odd. Hence they all vanish at entry/exit time τ of a boundary arc. It follows that for t in a neighborhood of τ on the interior arc side, a Taylor expansion gives, by definition ofq:
where, for the sake of simplicity, we denote by τ
Combining Lemma 3 and (A6'), we see that for all v ∈ C(u) (29), we have, on the interior arc side:
If q is odd, combining (37) withq = 2q − 1 and (38) and by tangentiality assumption (A5)(i), we deduce from (36) that:
If q is even, (37) withq = 2q − 2, (38) and (A5)(i) in (36) give:
Since ς u,v (τ ) ≤ 0 by (20) at an entry or exit point, it follows that (when q is even) ς u,v (τ ) = 0.
2) (Touch point). Assume now that τ ∈ T to ∩I 2 u,v . If that case happens, since v ∈ C 0 (u), our hypotheses imply that τ is an essential touch point satisfying (32) , and hence, that q ≥ 2. Since g(y u ) has an isolated local maximum at τ , g(y u ) and g (1) (y u ) vanish at τ while
(u, y u ) is nonpositive and continuous at τ since u is continuous by Prop. 7(i). We thus have:
Since τ ∈ I 2 u,v , we also have g y (y u (τ ))z u,v (τ ) = 0. The function g y (y u )z u,v being C 1 (since q ≥ 2) with almost everywhere a bounded second derivative, we get by (28) , taking the nonnegative part:
From (39), (40) and (A5)(ii), (g y (y u )z u,v ) 2 + /g(y u ) is left-and right continuous when t → τ . Therefore, taking the lim inf when t → τ comes to take the min of both limits when t → τ + and t → τ − , thus we obtain:
where η 0 ∈ L 1 (I 0 ) and ν τ = [η(τ )]. By (20) , ς u,v vanishes on I 0 ∩ I 2 u,v and thus on I 0 ∩ supp(η 0 ). Hence, I0 ς u,v (t)η 0 (t)dt = 0. If τ ∈ T en ∪ T ex , we have, if q is odd, ν τ = 0 by Prop. 7(ii)(a) and we showed that ς u,v (τ ) > −∞. If q is even, we showed in point 1) that ς u,v (τ ) = 0 (and we have ν τ < +∞). In both cases, we deduce that ν τ ς u,v (τ ) = 0.
It remains only in (42), when q ≥ 2, the contribution of finitely many touch points τ in T to ∩ I Proof of Theorem 12. Combining Theorem 4 and Propositions 10 and 14, we obtain that (34) holds, for all v ∈ C 0 (u). Since the left-hand-side of (34) is a continuous quadratic form, it remains nonnegative on the closure of C 0 (u). We end the proof by checking that the latter is equal to C(u), the cone of critical directions.
Since C(u) is closed and contains C 0 (u), we have of course C 0 (u) ⊂ C(u). We prove the converse relation. Let v 0 ∈ C(u). We remind that v ∈ C(u) iff g y (y u )z u,v ≤ 0 on I(g(y u )) and g y (y u )z u,v = 0 on the support of the Lagrange multiplier η. Let ρ : R → R be a function of class C ∞ having support on [−1, 1] which is positive on (−1, 1). For ε > 0, set ρ ε (t) := ε q+1 ρ(t/ε), thus we have ρ ε → 0 in W q,∞ . By Lemma 9(ii), for ε > 0 small enough, there exists a
, for all non essential touch point τ , g y (y u (τ ))z u,vε (τ ) < 0 for such τ , and hence, the touch points being isolated, for ε > 0 small enough, v ε ∈ C 0 (u). Since DG(u)v ε → DG(u)v 0 in W, where W was defined in (30) , and DG(u) has a bounded inverse by Lemma 9(ii), we have v ε → v 0 in L ∞ (0, T ) when ε ↓ 0. The conclusion follows.
Extended Second-order Necessary Conditions
The solution z u,v of the linearized state equation (8) when v ∈ L 2 (0, T ), is welldefined and belongs to
Thus we may extend continuously DJ(u) and DG(u) over L 2 (0, T ) (we keep the same notations for the extensions).
, it makes sense to extend the critical cone C(u) defined in (16) to critical directions in L 2 , as follows:
Note that when (u, η) satisfies (13), relation (18) remains true with C L 2 (u) and L 2 (0, T ) instead of respectively C(u) and U.
The necessary and sufficient second-order conditions involve respectively C(u) and C L 2 (u) (see sections 4 and 5). Therefore, to obtain the no-gap secondorder conditions, we need the following variant of Theorem 12.
Corollary 15. The statements of Theorem 12 and Corollary 13 still hold replacing assumption (A6') and C(u) respectively by (A6) and C L 2 (u).
Corollary 15 is obtained as a consequence of Th. 12, the continuity of the left-hand side of (34) w.r.t. v ∈ L 2 , and the density of C(u) in C L 2 (u) (Lemma 17). To prove the latter, we first need a general result.
Proof. Setx a := (x(a), . . . ,
be the solution of:
For n ∈ N, consider the following problem:
where
, it follows that the linear mapping A is also continuous.
Let us first show that for n large enough, the problems (P n ) are feasible and uniformly qualified, that is there exist n 0 ∈ N and δ 0 > 0 such that
with B R q the unit ball in R q . Indeed, consider e.g. for δ ∈ R q the (unique) polynomial function x δ of degree 2q − 1 that takes with its q − 1 first derivatives the valuesx a andx b + δ at a and b. It is easily seen that its coefficients are solution of a full-rank linear system withx b −x a + δ as right-hand side, hence, taking the sup over (t, δ) ∈ [a, b] × B R q (0, δ 0 ) of the functions u δ (t) = x (q) δ (t) that are C ∞ w.r.t. t and δ provides an uniform bound n 0 such that (46) holds. Since Robinson's constraint qualification holds for n large enough, there exists a (unique) optimal solution u n of (P n ) and a normal Lagrange multiplier λ n ∈ R q * , such that (throughout the proof, ·, · denotes the scalar product over
Since the feasible set of problem (P n ) is increasing for inclusion when n → +∞, the cost function is decreasing, thus u n −û 2 is bounded. Hence the sequence (u n ) converges weakly to someū ∈ L 2 . We may rewrite (47) as:
Qualification property (46) implies that δ 0 |λ n | ≤ sup v∈Un 0 λ n (x b − Av), hence, taking the sup for v ∈ U n0 successively in the right and left hand side of (48), we deduce that for some constant K(n 0 ) > 0 that depends on n 0 , we have δ 0 |λ n | ≤ K(n 0 ), for all n ≥ n 0 . Therefore the sequence (λ n ) is uniformly bounded. Define now v n ∈ U n as v n (t) = max{−n; min{n,û(t)}} a.e. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence Theorem, v n →û in L 2 and by (48):
, λ n is bounded and Av n → Aû =x b by continuity of A. It follows that u n −û 2 → 0 and the sequence x n := x un satisfies all the required properties, so the proof is completed.
Lemma 17. Let u ∈ U and η ∈ Λ(u) such that (A3), (A4) and (A6) are satisfied. Then C(u) is a dense subset of C L 2 (u).
Proof. Since (A4) holds, denote by 0 < τ 1 < . . . < τ N < T the junction times of the trajectory (u, y u ), and set τ 0 := 0, τ N +1 := T . Let v ∈ C L 2 (u) and set x := DG(u)v. By Lemma 16 applied on intervals [τ k , τ k+1 ] that are not boundary arcs, there exists a sequence x n ∈ W q,∞ (0, T ) such that x n = 0 = x by (A6) on boundary arcs, x
. . , q − 1 and k = 0, . . . , N + 1, and x n → x in H q . By (A3) and Lemma 9(ii), we may define v n ∈ L ∞ (0, T ) such that DG(u)v n = x n for all n. It is readily seen that v n ∈ C(u) for all n and v n → v in L 2 , which achieves the proof.
Second-order Sufficient Conditions
The second-order sufficient conditions theory classically involves two norms, namely L 2 and L ∞ , see Ioffe [18, Part III] and Maurer [29] . Assume that X, Z are Banach spaces endowed with the norms · X and · Z , respectively, such that Z ⊂ X with continuous embedding. Let k ∈ N. We say that r( [19] ), if it is weakly lower semi-continuous (w.l.s.c.) and if v n v weakly and Q(v n ) → Q(v) imply that v n → v strongly. The next theorem gives the second-order sufficient condition in its wellknown form (i.e. without the curvature term).
Theorem 18. Let u ∈ U satisfy (13) with Lagrange multiplier η and assume that (A2') holds. If the following second-order sufficient condition is satisfied:
then u is a local solution of (4) satisfying the quadratic growth condition (5). Conversely, if (A1)-(A6) hold and if (u, y u ) has no essential touch point (in particular, if the state constraint is of first order q = 1), then the second-order sufficient condition (49) is satisfied iff the quadratic growth condition (5) is satisfied.
The proof of Theorem 18 will be given after a sequence of short lemmas. 
Proof. Set u σ := u + σv, and let C denote a positive constant. Since f is Lipschitz continuous by (A0), (50) is an easy consequence of Lemma 32. Thus, u and v being essentially bounded, u σ and y uσ take values a.e. in a compact set of type
for some δ > 0. The mappings f , and g as well as their first order derivatives are C 1 , and hence Lipschitz continuous over the compact set V δ . Lemma 32, applied to the costate equation (7), ensures that p uσ,η also remains uniformly bounded. The derivation of (51) and (52) being similar to the one of (53), we detail only the latter. We have (omitting time argument):
Since Df is Lipschitz on V , we have by (50) |Df (u σ , y uσ ) − Df (u, y u )| ≤ C( v 1 + |v|). Combining with (52) and the inequality ab ≤ 1 2 (a 2 + b 2 ), we deduce from the above display that
We conclude with Lemma 32 and the inequality
, set again u σ := u + σv and p uσ := p uσ,η . By Lemma 1:
with (omitting time argument)
Under assumption (A0), second-order derivatives g yy , etc. are Lipschitz continuous over a compact set V δ defined in (54) for some δ > 0. By Lemma 19 we get, for some constant C > 0: and
. Since the measure dη is bounded and the O ∞ are uniform w.r.t. time, we obtain
). The same upper bound holds for ∆ 3 (T ). As for ∆ 1 (t), we have in the same way, by Lemma 19:
Hence,
has a unique extension to a continuous quadratic form over L 2 (0, T ), and the latter is a Legendre form.
is continuous for the norm of L 2 , it has a unique continuous extension Q over L 2 . Set p := p u,η . By (10), we can write Q(v) = Q 0 (v) + Q 1 (v) + Q 2 (v) with:
being linear continuous, z n := z u,vn converges weakly toz := z u,v . Since (z n ) is bounded in H 1 (0, T ) and the inclusion of the latter in C[0, T ] is compact, (z n ) is strongly convergent toz, and thus Q 2 (v n ) converges strongly to Q 2 (v). The term Q 1 (v n ), bilinear in (z n , v n ), also converges strongly to Q 1 (v) when z n converges strongly and v n weakly. Therefore, Q is a Legendre form iff Q 0 is one.
Since H uu (u(t), y u (t), p(t)) is essentially bounded and, by (27) , is uniformly invertible for almost all t ∈ [0, T ], v → Q 0 (v) is a norm equivalent to the one of L 2 (0, T ). Hence by [9, Prop. 3.76(i)], Q 0 is a Legendre form, and therefore so is Q.
Proof of Theorem 18. Assume that (49) holds but that the quadratic growth condition (5) is not satisfied. Then there exist a sequence u n → u in L ∞ , u n = u, such that G(u n ) ∈ K for all n and
Since G(u n ) ∈ K and η ∈ N K (G(u)), we have:
Let (v n , n ) be such that u n −u = n v n with v n 2 = 1 and n = u n − u 2 → 0. Dividing by 2 n > 0 the above inequality, we get:
The sequence (v n ) being bounded in L 2 (0, T ), taking if necessary a subsequence, we may assume that (v n ) converges weakly to somev ∈ L 2 (0, T ). Since D 2 uu L(u, η) is weakly l.s.c., we get passing to the limit:
From (57), we derive that Thus DJ(u)v n + O( n ) ≤ o( n ), and passing to the limit, since the mapping
is weakly continuous, we obtain:
Since K G(u n ) = G(ū)+ n DG(u)v n + n r n , where r n is a continuous function satisfying r n ∞ = O( n ), we deduce that
Since the mapping DG(u) : L 2 → C[0, T ] is linear and continuous for the strong topologies, it is also continuous for the weak topologies, which implies that DG(u)v n DG(u)v. The set K being closed and convex, so is T K (G(u)), and hence the latter is weakly closed. Therefore, passing to the weak limit in (61), and using (60), we obtain thatv ∈ C L 2 (u). Thus (49) and (59) imply that v = 0. On the other hand, (58) gives (with
The expected contradiction arises since v n 2 = 1 for all n whereas v 2 = 0.
The converse, that holds under stronger assumptions, is a consequence of Corollaries 13 and 15. For convenience, we prove it later with Theorem 27.
Reduction Approach
There is still a gap between statements of Corollary 15 of Theorem 12 and Theorem 18, whenever essential touch points occur. We show in this section how to deal with this case, using a reduction approach in order to reformulate the constraint.
The idea of reduction methods (see e.g. [17] and [9, section 3.4.4]) is, when the constraint has finitely many contact points, to replace it by finitely many inequality constraints. The Hessian of Lagrangian of the corresponding reduced problem has an additional term that matches the curvature term. We obtain thus a no-gap second-order condition.
General results on reduction
It is known that the Sobolev spaces W 1,∞ (0, T ) and W 2,∞ (0, T ), endowed with the norms x 1,∞ = x ∞ + ẋ ∞ and x 2,∞ = x 1,∞ + ẍ ∞ , coincide with the spaces of Lipschitz continuous functions and the one of functions having a Lipschitz continuous derivative, respectively. For all t, t 0 ∈ [0, T ], h ∈ W 1,∞ (0, T ) and x ∈ W 2,∞ (0, T ), we have:
We now give some general results about zeros of functions of W 1,∞ (0, T ), and local minima/maxima of functions of W 2,∞ (0, T ).
Lemma 22.
Let h 0 ∈ W 1,∞ (0, T ) and τ 0 ∈ (0, T ) satisfy the three following conditions: h 0 (τ 0 ) = 0 ;ḣ 0 is continuous at τ 0 ;ḣ 0 (τ 0 ) = 0. Then for some δ, ε > 0, the mapping:
is well-defined and Lipschitz continuous on B 1,∞ (h 0 , δ), and Fréchet differentiable at h 0 , with derivative given by:
More precisely, we have for all h, h i ∈ B 1,∞ (h 0 , δ), i = 1, 2 and τ i = τ hi :
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g that β :=ḣ 0 (τ 0 ) > 0, and denote by c(·) the modulus of continuity ofḣ 0 at τ 0 . Fix ε > 0 such that c(ε) < β} and let h ∈ B 1,∞ (h 0 , δ). Thus, h(τ 0 − ε) < 0 < h(τ 0 + ε) and h is continuous, so h has at least one zero τ h in (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε). Let (h 1 , h 2 ) ∈ B 1,∞ (h 0 , δ) and τ i such that h i (τ i ) = 0, i = 1, 2. By the definition of δ, we haveḣ 1 ≥ 1 2 β a.e. on (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε), and, in consequence,
Hence |τ 2 − τ 1 | ≤ 2 β h 2 − h 1 ∞ , which shows the uniqueness of the zero (take h 1 = h 2 ), Lipschitz continuity and (66).
By continuity of Ξ and h 0 , and (62) applied to h − h 0 , we have:
Since τ h − τ 0 = O 1,∞ ( h − h 0 ∞ ) by (68), summing the above expansions yields (67), from which (65) follows.
Lemma 23. Let x 0 ∈ W 2,∞ (0, T ) and τ 0 ∈ (0, T ) be such thatẋ 0 (τ 0 ) = 0, x 0 is continuous at τ 0 andẍ 0 (τ 0 ) < 0. Thus x 0 has a local maximum at τ 0 , and for ε > 0 and δ > 0 small enough, x ∈ B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ) attains its maximum over (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε) at a unique point τ x . The mapping Θ : B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ) → (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε) ; x → τ x is Lipschitz continuous over B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ), Fréchet differentiable at x 0 , with derivative given by:
Furthermore, the mapping
that associates with x the value of its maximum on (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε), is C 1 over B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ) and twice Fréchet differentiable at x 0 with first and second derivatives given by, for all x ∈ B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ) and d ∈ W 2,∞ :
More precisely, for all x, x i ∈ B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ), i = 1, 2 and τ i = τ xi , we have:
Proof. Define δ as in the proof of Lemma 22, with h 0 replaced by −ẋ 0 . It follows that for all x ∈ B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ), there exists a unique τ x satisfyingẋ(τ x ) = 0, and we haveẍ(t) ≤ẍ 0 (τ 0 )/2 < 0 a.e. on (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε). Henceẋ is decreasing on (τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε), and x has unique maximum over [τ 0 − ε, τ 0 + ε] attained at time τ x . By composition of the mapping Ξ of Lemma 22 by the mapping x → h =ẋ ∈ W 1,∞ , Θ is well-defined, continuous over B 2,∞ (x 0 , δ) and Fréchet differentiable at x 0 , and (69) follows from (65).
By (63) applied to x 2 , introducing the termẋ 1 (τ 1 ) equal to zero and since τ 2 − τ 1 = O 2,∞ ( x 2 − x 1 1,∞ ) by (66), we get:
which shows (72) and proves that Φ is C 1 with first order derivative given by (71). By continuity ofẍ 0 and (63) applied to x − x 0 , we have, asẋ 0 (τ 0 ) = 0:
Summing the above expansions, and since by (67),
we obtain (73). Hence Φ is twice Fréchet differentiable at x 0 with second-order derivative given by (71).
Application to optimal control problems.
If the state constraint is of first order q = 1, then Theorem 18 gives a no-gap second-order condition, that characterizes the quadratic growth. We show in this section how to extend this no-gap condition to the case when the trajectory has essential touch points (see Theorem 27) . Therefore, we assume in this section that the state constraint is not of first order, that is, the function g (1) (u, y) = g y (y)f (u, y) does not depend on u (which means g
u (u, y) ≡ 0). Note that this implies that
Definition 24. Assume that g (1) u ≡ 0 (the state constraint is not of order one). Let u ∈ G −1 (K). We say that a touch point τ of the trajectory (u, y u ) is reducible, if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the function t → g (2) (u(t), y u (t)) is continuous at τ ; (ii) non-tangentiality condition (32) is satisfied at τ . Remark 25. 1) Point (i) in the above definition is always satisfied if the state constraint is of order q > 2, since in that case g (2) (u, y u ) = g (2) (y u ). 2) If q = 2 and η ∈ Λ(u) = ∅, sufficient conditions for point (i) are assumptions (A2)-(A4), since by Prop. 7(i) they imply the continuity of u.
Let u ∈ G −1 (K), and let T red be a finite subset of reducible touch points of the trajectory (u, y u ). By definition of touch points, there exists ε > 0 such that (τ − 2ε, τ + 2ε) ⊂ (0, T ) and (τ − 2ε, τ + 2ε) ∩ I(g(y u )) = {τ }, for all τ ∈ T red . Set I a = ∪ τ ∈T red (τ − ε, τ + ε) and I b = [0, T ] \ I a . Note that I b is closed. Let N be the cardinal of T red and denote by τ 
Denote by g(yũ)| b the restriction of g(yũ) to I b and R :ũ → (R i (ũ)) 1≤i≤N . The reduced problem is defined as follows:
From (74), it follows that (75) is locally equivalent to problem (4) in a L ∞ neighborhood of u. The Lagrangian L of the reduced problem (75) is given, for u ∈ B ∞ (u, δ) and
The next lemma shows how the Lagrangian, multipliers and critical cone of the reduced problem (75) are related to the ones of problem (4).
Lemma 26. Assume that g (1) u ≡ 0, and let u ∈ G −1 (K) and T red , I a , I b , R, G and L be defined as above.
Then we have: 
y (y u )z u,v , we see that, for all v ∈ U:
.
The conclusion follows easily from the above expressions (see the proof of Lemma 1), (78) is obtained as a consequence of (80).
It follows that if u ∈ U and Λ(u) = ∅, the Lagrange multipliers λ and η associated with u in problems (75) and (4) respectively, are related by (77). By (78), it follows also that the critical cone C(u) for problem (75) is equal to C(u). We shall show that the statement of Th. 18 remains true by replacing L(u, η) by L(u, λ). That is, the main result of this paper, with Th. 12 (and Th. 18 for first-order state constraint), is the next theorem.
Theorem 27. Assume that g (1) u ≡ 0 (the state constraint is not of first order). Let u ∈ U satisfy (13) with Lagrange multiplier η, and assume that (A2') holds. Let T red be a finite set of reducible touch points of u, and ν τ := [η(τ )]. If the following second-order sufficient condition is satisfied: 
Fix i = 1, . . . , N , and set x 0 := g(y u ) and τ 0 := τ i u . By definition of reducible touch points, (x 0 , τ 0 ) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 23. Set x := g(y u+v ) ∈ W 2,∞ , then τ x = τ i u+v , and since the state constraint is not of first order, we haveẋ = g (1) (y u+v ),ẍ = g (2) (u + v, y u+v ) and hence, by (50):
Since g (1) (y u+v ) − g (1) (y u ) − g 
y (y u+σv )z u+σv,v − g , on an example involving a third order state constraint, and though satisfying all regularity assumptions (A0)-(A3), that the optimal trajectory has a boundary arc, but except for a nowhere dense subset of initial conditions y 0 , the entry point of the boundary arc is not regular, being the cluster point of an infinite sequence of touch points. It happens that boundary arcs with regular entry and exit points may occur for any order of the state constraint q, see for instance the example given in [8, Rem. 4.10] . However, when q is greater than or equal to three, it seems that boundary arcs with regular entry and exit points occur only in degenerate (i.e., non generic) situations, and that generically, as Robbins' example suggests, the junctions at boundary arcs are irregular with an infinite sequence of touch points.
Conclusion
Our main result is a no-gap condition for an optimal control problem with a single state constraint of any order and only one control. The main hypotheses are that there are finitely many junction points, the essential touch points being reducible, the entry/exit points being regular, and strict complementarity on boundary arcs. The extension of the result to the case when g(y u (T )) = 0 should present no difficulty.
In our recent work [8] , we relate these second-order conditions to the study of the well-posedness of the shooting algorithm, and to the characterization of strong regularity in the sense of Robinson [38] (see also related results [9, Section 5.1] and Malanowski [25] ).
We hope in the future to extend some of the results of these papers to the case of several state constraints and control variables. 
Then
d(e −κt ϕ(t)) = e −κt dϕ(t) − κe −κt ϕ(t)dt = e −κt dµ(t).
Therefore, e −κt ρ(t) = |p(0)| + 
Proof. See e.g. [14, p.154 ].
